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1 Editorial: Miles To Go Before We Sleep

On January 30, the historic Bharat Jodo Yatra, which
lasted nearly 150 days and covered over 4000-km across
12 states, came to a conclusion in Srinagar. Amidst
the rain and snow, the leaders gave a call for unity and
resistance against the politics of hate. The day also
marked the 150th anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi’s
assassination. Gandhiji, who led our freedom strug-
gle and taught the nation to fight the mighty colonial
power of Britain with truth and non-violence, was the
first victim of the politics of hate. Today, these forces
of hatred have engulfed our nation, and seek to de-
stroy the values of our freedom struggle. There is a
concerted attack on the Constitution of India, while
the civil liberties are in peril. The rich few are enjoy-
ing political patronage, while the nation is suffering are
suffering from unemployment, poverty, and hunger.
On January 17, BBC published a two-part docu-
mentary on Gujarat pogrom, which took place when
Narendra Modi was the Chief Minister of the state.
The documentary was promptly banned by the Modi
Government by using emergency powers. The admin-
istration also went on a clampdown against the stu-
dents who held screenings of the documentary. On
January 24, a US-based agency published a detailed re-
port on Adani group, which accused Adani of pulling
the largest con in corporate history through brazen
stock manipulation and accounting fraud. However,
instead of investigating this fraud, the Modi Govern-
ment jumped to defend and protect the Adani group,
and tried to silence the opposition leaders in Parlia-
ment and outside.
On February 13, thousands of MGNREGA workers
began a 100-day protest at Jantar Mantar in Delhi.
The Union Budget presented on 1 February 2023, re-
duced the MGNREGS allocation by 33%, among other
reductions in other welfare schemes. While the rich
continue to enjoy tax cuts and debt relief. The Modi
Government policies can be summarily described as,
“socialism for the rich and capitalism for the poor”.
Meanwhile, the nation witnessed another ecological

disaster, when land started subsiding in Joshimath,
and dozens of families were left homeless. The crisis
in Joshimath was not unforeseen. The environmental
activists had been raising the issue for a long time.
Meanwhile, the government pulled down the ISRO re-
port which showed land subsidence since August 2022,
and banned the government institutes and scientific
organisations from speaking on the issue. Even to-
day, several large-scale projects, including Char Dham
project, Great Nicobar project, Lakshadweep project,
and many more, are being pursued despite objections
from environmental activists and experts and local
protests.
While, Bharat Jodo Yatra has showed us a path of re-
sistance, there is still a long way to go, a lot left to do.
On February 6, activists and intellectuals from across
India, many of whom were part of the Bharat Jodo
Yatra under the banner of Civil Society Organizations,
and had walked miles across the country for the hope
of defeating hate and uniting India, came together to
further the cause of the yatra. At this convention,
the Bharat Jodo Yatra transformed into Bharat Jodo
Abhiyaan. The draft resolution of Bharat Jodo Ab-
hiyaan laid out a blueprint for uniting the energies of
opposition parties with that of peoples movements and
peoples organisations and creating a nationwide move-
ment to counter the forces of hate. The Abhiyaan will
create a Truth Army to counter the troll army, and will
recruit 2 lakh campaigners ahead of 2024 elections.
The February 2023 edition of “Voice of Swaraj” is ded-
icated to the Bharat Jodo Yatris, who tirelessly walked
the entire length of the nation, uniting themselves with
joys and sorrows of the people of India and explored
the heritage and depth of the roots of this great ancient
civilization. The editorial team expresses gratitude to
all the writers who put their precious thoughts into
beautiful words and shared with us. Hope you will
read this magazine with love, join this new initiative
and continue to support this series.
Venugopal, Sunil, Rishi, Puneet
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2 Bharat Jodo Yatra is over. Time to build on synergy of ground
energy & politics: Yogendra Yadav

If the point of the yatra was to awaken the na-
tion to its own civilisational heritage of unity in
diversity, every Indian must carry this mission
forward.
What after the Bharat Jodo Yatra? This pertinent
question has become all the more pressing due to the
favourable constellation of stars that has greeted this
yatra’s conclusion.
Four unforeseen and unexpected developments have
coincided to open an unusual window of post-yatra
opportunity. The Bharat Jodo Yatra concluded on a
high note in Srinagar with an outpouring of popular
affection, unprecedented for a national leader in the
Kashmir Valley. Rahul Gandhi cemented his position
as a leader of substance with his concluding speech.
This coincided with Hindenburg Research’s report and
the Adani meltdown that has foregrounded the reality
of corporate corruption and cronyism, which was one
of the key messages of the yatra.
If the BBC documentary India: The Modi Question
had reminded everyone of the ugly reality of politics
of hate, the clumsy attempts to ban it and then the
income tax raids on BBC offices in Delhi and Mum-
bai have left little scope for imagination, both within
and outside the country, about the unfreedom of press
in India. This is what Rahul Gandhi spoke about
through the yatra. Finally, the bumper success of
Pathaan in the face of politically sponsored boycott
campaigns is not just a personal vindication of Shah
Rukh Khan and the endorsement of the film’s “non-
majoritarian patriotism”; it must also be read as a
cultural signal that people are getting tired of toxic
politics.

2.1 Consolidating the gains of yatra
The principal responsibility to take this forward lies
with the Indian National Congress and Rahul Gandhi,
the organiser and prime mover of this historic yatra.
The Congress had already announced a grassroots con-
nect programme, the ‘Haath se Haath Jodo’ campaign,
that began on 26 January, even before the yatra con-
cluded. The success of the yatra has given rise to
higher expectations, and everyone is looking forward
to more high-voltage public campaigns. We should
expect some answers from the Congress plenary, its
general body meeting, scheduled in Raipur from 24 to
26 February.
At the same time, the burden of Bharat Jodo is not
limited to any one party or leader. If the point of
the yatra was to awaken the nation to its own civilisa-
tional heritage of unity in diversity, every Indian must
carry this mission forward. In particular, the hundreds
of peoples’ organisations, movements and groups and
thousands of politically unaffiliated citizens that joined

this yatra at different points share this responsibility.
They have responded to this challenge and the oppor-
tunity with alacrity.
On 6 February, a week after the conclusion of the ya-
tra, all such ‘civil society’ participants came together
at a National Convention in Delhi called at short no-
tice to respond to the new energy. As a member of
the team that organised this convention, I cannot pre-
tend to be a neutral reporter. But believe me, against
250 delegates mainly from neighbouring states that we
expected and planned for, the convention had more
than 500, including delegations from Assam and Tamil
Nadu. After a long time, I encountered this energy and
positivity in any gathering of those who seek to resist
the current dispensation.
Rahul Gandhi joined the convention for a freewheel-
ing discussion with the participants. His reminder that
the Congress party originated as a movement and was,
as such, a part of the civil society, comforted partic-
ipants. Reiterating his offer of partnership between
Congress and movement groups and peoples organi-
sations, an offer he made through the yatra, Rahul
Gandhi assured everyone that he himself had half a
foot inside the ‘civil society’. A panel of political party
representatives from the Congress, Rashtriya Janata
Dal, Rashtriya Lok Dal, Communist Party of India
(Marxist), Communist Party of India (Marxist–Lenin-
ist), and Telangana Jana Samithi (endorsed in absen-
tia by the Nationalist Congress Party and Dravida
Munnetra Kazhagam) joined the convention, underlin-
ing the message of a bridge between political parties
and peoples organisations in defence of constitutional
democracy.

2.2 Bharat Jodo Yatra is now a move-
ment

The convention unanimously decided to convert the
yatra into a movement—a Bharat Jodo Abhiyaan
—“that can reclaim our republic, renew our Constitu-
tional values, rescue our democratic institutions and
rekindle the spirit of our freedom struggle.” Mission
BJA has begun with a seven-year roadmap (up to the
80th anniversary of Republic Day) and a concrete plan
of action for the next 15 months. The resolution passed
in the convention makes its short-term objective very
clear: “Making a difference in the next Lok Sabha elec-
tions by working closely with political parties that offer
effective resistance to the politics and ideology of BJP-
RSS, without getting into the intra-opposition differ-
ences.”
The concrete action plan has two major components:
Communication and fieldwork. The communication
work aims to set up a “Truth Army”, an idea that has
been floated and discussed earlier too. The objective
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here is to identify and counter misinformation and ha-
tred, refute the pre-existing narratives and proactively
promote an alternative narrative in local idioms and
languages. Someone has to counter the infamous IT
Cell without resorting to its dirty tricks.
This would be supplemented by work on the ground
through a “Targeted Constituency Campaign” to pro-
vide active ground-level support to those political par-
ties and candidates that can defeat the BJP and its
allies. The fact is that much of the BJP’s famous elec-
tion machine is not its own but from the various official
and unofficial affiliates of the RSS family. Most oppo-
sition parties do not enjoy support from such a penum-
bra during the elections. This is where people’s move-
ments and organisations can step in, provided they can
align their work with the electoral effort of the main
opposition party on the ground.

2.3 A bridge between movements and
parties

Bharat Jodo Abhiyaan promises to be the much-
awaited bridge between political parties and grassroots

movements. This is not the first time that “non-party
political formations”, as these people’s organisations
were called by political theorists Rajni Kothari, D.L.
Sheth and Harsh Sethi, have taken a stand in electoral
politics. But this may be the first attempt of its kind
to launch a full-fledged operation in coordination with
political parties.
Before the start of the Bharat Jodo Yatra, I had writ-
ten about the need for such a bridge: “Movements offer
depth; parties provide scale. Movements bring issues,
parties mediate and aggregate these into an agenda.
Movements bring raw energy; parties channelise these
into effective outcomes.” I had made a plea for a spe-
cial purpose vehicle for this “non-partisan politics of
resistance”, fully committed to defending our repub-
lic against the current onslaught but not tied to the
partisan interest of any one opposition party.
The unexpected success of the Bharat Jodo Yatra has
opened a historic opportunity to defeat authoritarian
and bigoted politics, defend the republic and redefine
the relationship between politics of parties and move-
ments. Now it is time for action.
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3 Bharat Jodo Abhiyaan: Draft Resolution for National Conven-
tion, 6 February 2023, New Delhi

Today We the People of India embark upon a mis-
sion, a seven year long journey, to defend the future
of India. Today we launch a movement, the Bharat
Jodo Abhiyan, that can reclaim our republic, renew
our Constitutional values, rescue our democratic insti-
tutions and rekindle the spirit of our freedom struggle.
A movement of resistance to the unfolding assault on
our constitution, our nationalism, our civilization – in-
deed, the very idea of India. A movement of national
reconstruction that extends its horizon from helping
political change to fostering socio-cultural change and
indeed combating climate change, that offers a credible
hope to secure the Constitutional promise of justice,
liberty, equality and fraternity for every Indian.
We are a group of citizens who have worked with var-
ious peoples movements, voluntary organisations and
political formations. Many of us have participated in
the historic Bharat Jodo Yatra from Kanyakumari to
Srinagar, from despondency to optimism, from keep-
ing quiet to expressing ourselves, from finger point-
ing to taking personal responsibility and from apolit-
ical stances to explicit assertion of our political role
as citizens. The unprecedented success of this yatra
places an extraordinary responsibility on everyone who
shared this journey with their body, mind or soul. We
launch Bharat Jodo Abhiyan to fulfil this responsi-
bility, to exercise our right to protect our hard won
freedom and to discharge our sacred duty to defend
our Constitution.
The preamble to the Constitution of India defines our
ideology. It is incumbent upon us to redeem the pledge
of securing for all our citizens “social, economic and
political justice, liberty of thought, expression, belief,
faith and worship; equality of status and of oppor-
tunity; and fraternity”. This commitment to consti-
tutional values entails some concrete non-negotiable
positions that we all stand for:

1. A secular state that has no official religion and
that offers equal respect to and maintains prin-
cipled distance from all religions;

2. Social justice via state policies to recognize, mon-
itor and neutralize caste and gender based in-
equalities and oppressions;

3. Participatory, transparent and decentralized
democracy that ensures freedom of expression
and values independent functioning of all demo-
cratic institutions;

4. A welfare state that puts people before profit,
places wellbeing of the last person first and re-
jects unthinking privatization and crony capital-
ism;

5. Policies that recognize peoples’ right to natural
resources and our responsibility to promote cli-
mate resilience by balancing the interests of en-
vironment and economy;

6. Positive nationalism, that focuses on achieving
national unity, promotes dialogue with our own
citizens in conflict zones and seeks peace with
external neighbours; and

7. Pride in our cultural and civilizational heritage
in its glorious multiplicity that entails a respon-
sibility to filter out caste, gender or any other
oppression in its name.

These values are under an unprecedented assault to-
day. For nearly nine years now, we have witnessed a
brick-by-brick dismantling of our republic. We have
seen brute majoritarian takeover of democratic appa-
ratus, subversion of institutions, suppression of free
media, choking of freedom of expression, criminaliza-
tion of dissent, breakdon of rule of law and use of state
and street power to crush political opponents. We
have seen rolling back of the secular state, de facto
demotion of religious minorities to a second grade citi-
zenship, state sponsored campaigns of hatred and big-
otry against them, retreat from affirmative action and
sanction of caste-based oppression and exclusion, and
blatant endorsement of patriarchal norms and prac-
tices. We have seen ordinary people facing the brunt
of economic recession, unemployment and inflation,
while the present regime is busy favouring its bloated
cronies, defending their financial frauds and selling the
family silver. Diversion, distraction and division are
the favourite political tactics of this regime. We have
seen the rise of a diabolic propaganda machine, led by
mainstream media that has turned into a megaphone
for the government, to cover up the current regime’s
criminal indifference to handling the Covid pandemic,
professional incompetence in managing the economy
and dereliction of the national duty to safeguard the
country’s borders. We have seen and had enough.
During this period we have witnessed, and drawn in-
spiration from, peoples’ movement that led to rever-
sal of amendments to the land acquisition law, popu-
lar resistance to the Citizenship Amendment Act that
halted its implementation and the historic farmers’
movement that forced this government to retreat. We
have noticed, at the state level, several electoral rever-
sals for the ruling party despite its money, muscle and
media power. We have witnessed umpteen instances of
social resilience that give us confidence that the legacy
of the freedom struggle still lives on. We have learnt
from the Bharat Jodo Yatra that a majority of the
country’s majority community has not given in to the
divisive politics of the ruling dispensation, that bigotry
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and monumental lies can be held to account, that the
country yearns for a language of love and compassion.
We have seen a narrative shift and the possiblity of a
political change.
Today we stand at crossroads. The 75th year of India’s
independence is a moment of reckoning in our collec-
tive tryst with destiny. The country’s future hangs
between hope and despair. Another term for the BJP-
RSS at the centre could mean formal rewriting and de
facto abrogation of the Constitution. Dethroning the
current regime by democratic means is a necessary to
keep alive a functional democracy that provides space
for dissent, opposition, struggle and resistance. At this
juncture in history, we cannot practice routine oppo-
sitional politics. We need nothing short of an all out
unity encompassing all democratic forces of resistance.
We must unite the energies of opposition parties with
that of peoples movements and peoples organisations.
While we work towards a regime change in 2024, we
must simultaneously start the long-term ideological,
cultural and political struggle against these forces.
This is why we are launching the Bharat Jodo Ab-
hiyaan [BJA]. Our immediate objective is to ensure

a resounding defeat of the anti-people and anti-India
politics represented by the BJP in the Lok Sabha elec-
tions of 2024. At the same time, acutely conscious of
the challenge beyond regime change, we are embarking
on a seven year mission, till Janaury 2030, to protect
and promote constitutional values and democratic in-
stitutions. We shall do so by:

• Articulating a vision of India for our times in line
with the Constitutional vision;

• Amplifying this vision through mainstream and
alternative media;

• Creating a community of believers in the consti-
tutional idea of India by recruiting and training
a battery of volunteers to shape public opinion
on the ground;

• Supporting movements and launching cam-
paigns; and,

• Engaging with political parties that are commit-
ted to defending the republic.
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4 Let’s ensure a life free from sexual violence: Manohar Elavarthi

On February 11, over a thousand people — stu-
dents, youths, civil society activists, women’s rights
activists, sexual and gender minority community mem-
bers, sex workers, domestic workers, adivasis, dalits,
urban poor, ordinary men and women took part in
a full day public dialogue on “The Politics of Rape:
Justice, Accountability and Healing” at St. Joseph’s
University in Bengaluru. This was a part of an ongo-
ing campaign launched in Karnataka as a response to
the release and felicitation of 11 convicted rapists in
the case of Bilkis Bano on August 16, 2022 which has
been followed by a spate of rapes and sexual assaults
across Karnataka.
The dialogue was organised by Naveddhu Nilladhid-
dhare (If We Do Not Rise) a network of organisations
and individuals from across the state to highlight is-
sues of gender and sexuality-based violence. Speak-
ers spoke about the impunity of the perpetrators of
rape because they were rich men from dominant reli-
gion/caste.
Lavanya, a bonded labourer who works in a granite
stone quarry in Mandya testified about the brutal sex-
ual assault faced by her and her daughter in the granite
quarry. “We faced sexual abuse as we are poor people
from a marginalised community”, she said.
Speaking on how religion legitimises sexual violence
against women, Meenaxi Bali of All India Democratic
Women’s Association said, “In the Ramachandra Mutt
(of powerful Havyaka Brahmin community) case, in
which a woman was repeatedly raped by the head of
the mutt, the judiciary has been unable to deliver jus-
tice, so much so that 10 judges have recused themselves
from the case, clearly indicating the impunity enjoyed
by the powerful religious organisation heads indulging
in sexual violence.” Stanley of Odanadi Seva Sams-
the, speaking about the Muruga Mutt case said that
more than 200 women and girls were sexually abused
by the mutt head. “Though the accused is at last in a
prison, little justice or help has been provided to the
women, and the accused continues to enjoy political
protection,” he said.
Connecting the sexual violence against Bilkis Bano
during the Gujarat riots to the social media abuse of
Muslim women through the Sulli Deals and Bulli Bai,
Hasina Khan of Bebaak Collective, Mumbai spoke pas-
sionately about how Muslim women have taken their
resistance to the streets and yet nobody is listening.
Anita Cheria from Indian Christian Women’s Move-
ment said that the casteism and patriarchy are preva-
lent in Christianity as well. There is a complete silence
on sexual violence within the Christian community.
She said the women are afraid of speaking out and
making the community vulnerable in today’s context
when minorities are being targeted.
Vrinda Grover, senior Supreme Court lawyer and femi-
nist activist said that nothing has changed in the coun-

try because of the magnanimity of the courts. “All
changes have happened because of the women move-
ment’s activism on the streets. A very recent judg-
ment of the supreme court said that there needs to be
a vulnerable witness deposition centre. Today the def-
inition of vulnerability includes transgender persons,
dalit women, children – this achievement is due to the
efforts of the activists. Activists have made sexual vi-
olence a part of the discourse, and it can no longer be
overlooked. However, today we see a weaponization of
the discourse as in the case of the Bilkis Bano case.
A state which refuses to file a case when a Muslim
man has been lynched, is not going to provide justice
in the case of a Muslim woman who has been raped.
We must hold the state accountable and ask for more
mechanisms to ensure that the process of seeking jus-
tice is not exhausting and humiliating for a survivor. If
we approve harsh punishments like the death penalty,
the state will simply use it as a weapon to distract
from the issues on ground, as well as target particu-
lar communities, as is happening with the arrests in
Assam to curb child marriages,” she said.
When the women come from vulnerable and
marginalised communities the chances of their getting
justice is even more bleak, said Geeta Menon from Do-
mestic Workers Rights Union. She was speaking about
the women from the informal sector who have no access
to redressal mechanisms when they face sexual harass-
ment or violence, unlike women in more formal and
corporate workspaces. “Sex workers and members of
the transgender communities are always soft targets
for sexual violence since society stigmatises them as
those who sell their bodies for sex, so why not take
it forcibly for free” said Geeta from Sadhana Mahila
Sangha, a collective of women in street-based sex work.
Jyothi Hitnal a young social activist spoke about ev-
eryday sexual violence faced by dalit women in our
caste-ridden society while highlighting some cases in-
cluding the gang-rape of Dhanamma, a minor Dalit
girl in Vijayapura in Karnataka in 2018, where the po-
litical patronage enjoyed by the accused ensured that
they avoided arrest for a long time.
Every voice in the dialogue systematically exposed the
politics behind sexual violence. The politics of gender,
class, caste and religion that results in near total im-
punity for the perpetrators; absolves the state of being
accountable to those it needs to protect; deprives sur-
vivors and victims of their right to justice and healing.
The dialogue concluded with a presentation of a char-
ter of demands from the citizens to the state, to ensure
that this campaign to secure a life free from sexual vi-
olence will be ours will continue. Many Mahila Swaraj
members including Tejashwini, Nisha Gulur and my-
self played key role in organising this historical public
dialogue. I thank Madhu Bhushan for providing inputs
for this article.
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5 No Point In India Growing So Fast If Wages Stagnate And Social
Spending Is Slashed: Jean Dreze

Bengaluru: The last full Union budget before the
next general elections in 2024, which was presented
on February 1, gets ”a big zero” in terms of wel-
fare spending from economist and social activist Jean
Dreze. ”Budget allocations for most critical social se-
curity schemes have declined in real terms,” said Dreze.
The Union government withdrew the Pradhan Mantri
Garib Kalyan Anna Yojana (PMGKAY), under which
poor households were receiving free foodgrains in light
of the economic shock wrought by the Covid-19 pan-
demic and related lockdowns. One reason why the al-
location for food subsidy in Budget 2023 is lower than
the last two years is the discontinuation of these bonus
food rations, said Dreze.
Beginning January 1, the government announced that
foodgrains to 813.5 million beneficiaries under the Na-
tional Food Security Act (NFSA) 2013 would be dis-
tributed for free for one year. This includes 5 kg food-
grains per person to Priority Households and 35 kg
per household to the poorest of the poor households.
But this offers little help to poor families and enables
Prime Minister Narendra Modi to steal the credit for
NFSA, said Dreze. ”People are going to save a few
rupees every month on the issue price [of foodgrains
under NFSA], and lose big on the quantity,” he said.
In an interview, Dreze speaks about India’s reduced
social sector spending in face of increased hunger and
inequality post the Covid-19 pandemic.
The government withdrew the Pradhan Mantri
Garib Kalyan Anna Yojana (PMGKAY), which
provided 5 kg of foodgrains per person per
month free of cost, and decided to provide free
food grains to 813.5 million beneficiaries under
the National Food Security Act (NFSA), 2013
for a year. The government is expected to pro-
vide Rs 2 lakh crore in food and welfare sub-
sidies in 2023. How significant is this decision
and how well does it target the poor popula-
tion?
The main purpose of centrally-sponsored welfare
schemes today is to promote the prime minister. The
food subsidy takes the cake in that respect. There was
a massive cut in food subsidy this year, with the dis-
continuation of bonus rations under PMGKAY. But
the routine NFSA rations have now been renamed
PMGKAY. This is a masterstroke from the govern-
ment’s point of view: not only does it enable the prime
minister to steal the credit for the National Food Se-
curity Act, 2013, it also hides the discontinuation of
PMGKAY. The fact that NFSA rations are going to be
distributed for free for a year is neither here nor there,
because the earlier issue prices [price of foodgrain un-
der NFSA] were virtually nil in any case. People are
going to save a few rupees every month on the issue

price, and lose big on the quantity. But this is being
hidden from them and they are expected to sing the
praises of the prime minister.
For practical purposes, NFSA cardholders are more
or less back to where they were before the Covid-19
crisis, and so is the food subsidy, in real terms. The
discontinuation of PMGKAY is in tune with the gov-
ernment’s claim that the economy has made a ’full re-
covery’ from that crisis, as the Economic Survey puts
it. But this claim is unlikely to cut much ice with work-
ing people. In fact, the Economic Survey’s own data
show that real wages are no higher today than they
were at the time of the lockdown in May 2020. This is
not the time to roll back social security measures, as
the 2023-24 budget intends to do.
The allocation for food subsidy in Budget 2023
is lower than the revised and budget estimates
of the last two years. How does that impact
beneficiaries?
The food subsidy is lower because the bonus food ra-
tions have been discontinued. The bonus rations con-
sisted of 5 kg per person per month for all NFSA card-
holders. They were of great help to poor people during
the Covid-19 crisis. They have now been withdrawn,
with a consolation lollipop in the form of a marginal re-
duction in issue prices for routine NFSA rations, from
Rs 2 or Rs 3 per kg to zero. Without the bonus rations,
life is obviously going to be harder for poor families.
The bonus food rations were not indefinitely sustain-
able, because they led to a steady depletion of the
country’s foodgrain stocks. The main objection is not
to the discontinuation of PMGKAY, but to the fact
that it was done abruptly without any alternative re-
lief measures being put in place. When PMGKAY was
discontinued, we argued that the food subsidy savings
should be used to initiate or expand other social se-
curity measures such as old-age pensions, maternity
benefits and child nutrition programmes. Instead, all
these schemes have been sidelined in Budget 2023.
The beneficiary list under the NFSA is based
on the 2011 Census, and there has been a delay
in conducting the 2021 census. This could ex-
clude millions of beneficiaries from the scheme.
Your comments on the impact on the rural and
urban poor in the context of the pandemic and
the delay in the census?
The most insecure households today are poor house-
holds without a ration card. This includes many
young couples who got married and formed separate
households after the Socio-Economic and Caste Cen-
sus (SECC) was conducted in 2011. In many states,
the SECC was used to draw lists of ration cards when
the NFSA came into force in 2013. Households that
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were formed later on often have the greatest difficulties
in obtaining a ration card. Some poor households that
already existed in 2011 were also left out of the NFSA
lists for various reasons, such as gaps or inaccuracies in
SECC data. Further, the list of household members on
a ration card is often incomplete, depriving the house-
hold of its full entitlements since NFSA entitlements
are defined in per capita terms. For all these reasons,
it is important to update the NFSA lists, and this is
difficult to do without a [fresh] Census.
Some states have tried to reduce exclusion errors by
giving ration cards and monthly foodgrain rations to
poor households at their own expense. The central
government could have facilitated this with a provi-
sional increase in foodgrain allocations to the states,
in advance of the next Census. This is the sort of com-
pensatory relief measure we would have liked to see
when PMGKAY was discontinued. Higher allocations
are quite feasible, since annual foodgrain procurement
exceeds NFSA requirements by 30 million tonnes or so.
With PMGKAY discontinued, foodgrain stocks are all
set to balloon again.
Over the last 14 years, on average, nearly a
third of the Union government’s social sector
spend was on ”providing subsidised food to the
poorest two-thirds of the country”, according
to an analysis by the Centre for Policy Re-
search’s Accountability Initiative released last
month. Social sector expenditure has been
around 20%. How would you assess this last
full Union budget before the next general elec-
tions on welfare spending?
I would give it a big zero. Budget allocations for
most of the critical social-security schemes have de-
clined in real terms. This applies, for instance, to the
food subsidy, Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Em-
ployment Guarantee Act (MGNREGA), social secu-
rity pensions, maternity benefits and Integrated Child
Development Services (ICDS). The health budget has
also declined in real terms. For school education, there
is a marginal increase, but mainly to fund Kendriya
Vidyalayas, Navodaya Vidyalayas and especially PM
Schools for Rising India. This is going to benefit a
tiny minority of children, in line with the tendency to
create islands of excellence in a sea of deprivation.
There is some increase for the midday meal scheme
[PM POSHAN] vis-à-vis last year’s budget figure, but
it’s a big decline against the revised 2022-23 bud-
get figure. In real terms, the Union budget alloca-
tion for midday meals is 40% lower today than it
was in 2014-15, and the same applies to ICDS. This
is truly shocking, but it passed unnoticed in the eu-
phoric comments that predictably followed the bud-
get in the corporate-sponsored media? What is the
point of being the fastest-growing large economy in the
world if real wages are stagnating and social spending
is slashed?
Since the Covid-19 pandemic and until Novem-

ber 2022, billionaires in India have seen their
wealth increase by 121% and the bottom 50%
of India’s population possess only 3% percent of
wealth, Oxfam reported this January. In 2022,
India fell six places to 107 on the Global Hunger
Index. While the government has contested the
index ranking and the methodology, as it did
last year as well, there is concern about wealth
inequality and the extent of hunger and malnu-
trition brought about by the pandemic. Your
comments?
The Global Hunger Index is a flawed index in my view,
but not for the reasons given by the government. Mix-
ing apples and oranges is not the best way to find out
how many you have of each. In India, we have enough
data on nutrition and related matters not to depend
on this sort of khichdi [hotchpotch]. We know, for
instance, that India has some of the highest rates of
child undernutrition in the world, especially in terms
of weight for age. It has been known for some time
that South Asia had higher levels of child undernu-
trition than other regions, but now India itself stands
out within South Asia in this respect. Quite likely, this
has something to do with India’s exceptional levels of
economic and social inequality.
I am not thinking only of the sort of wealth or in-
come inequalities highlighted by the Oxfam report, but
also of other inequalities such as those of caste, gender
and access to education. When you see the hardships
and oppression that poor women in rural India face,
it is perhaps not surprising that so many children are
undernourished. Indeed, these women themselves are
more undernourished than their counterparts almost
anywhere else in the world, judging from Body Mass
Index data.
These are not new problems, but obviously, the pan-
demic has made them worse. What is astonishing is
not just how billionaires were catapulted further into
the money stratosphere even as the poor struggled to
survive, but also how the super-rich were exempted
from contributing anything in this situation. In fact,
they enjoyed a bonanza of further concessions and sub-
sidies.
The MGNREGA allocation in Budget 2023 has
decreased by 33% compared to revised esti-
mates for Budget 2022. How will this impact
the programme?
MGNREGA is caught today in a deadly pincer. On
one side, the budget has been drastically cut, not only
vis-à-vis last year’s revised estimates but also vis-à-
vis budget estimates in any of the last five years. If
you deduct wage arrears of nearly Rs 10,000 crore, the
effective MGNREGA budget for 2023-24 is even lower.
On the other side, a problematic system of digital at-
tendance has been made compulsory from January 1,
2023. Wage payments are now conditional on timely
uploading of workers’ photographs twice a day, using
the National Mobile Monitoring System (NMMS) app.
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This app is causing havoc, especially in areas with poor
connectivity. If a worker has worked six days in the
week but the worksite supervisor managed timely up-
loading of her photograph on just three days, she will
be paid for three days. This is grossly unfair. But
it helps the central government to contain wage pay-
ments and discourage workers from applying for MGN-
REGA work. So, the budget cut and the NMMS App
are made for each other.
This app has been made compulsory, well in advance
of being reliable and user-friendly, in the name of pre-
venting corruption. I am sceptical of it being of much

use in that respect, considering the ability of corrupt
middlemen to game digital records. Taking action
against corrupt elements would be far more useful.
But in any case, anti-corruption measures cannot ride
roughshod over workers’ legal right to assured payment
within 15 days. And a troubling question remains – is
the real purpose of NMMS to stem corruption, or to
help the Modi government to dismantle MGNREGA?
It could turn into a diabolical weapon in that respect,
by sapping workers’ interest in the entire programme.
Shreehari Paliath’s Interview of Professor Jean
Dreze for IndiaSpend
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6 The battle against casteism in the US - an appraisal: Umang
Kumar

A very interesting struggle is going on in the United
States right now. It is, to my opinion, a great example
of a sustained and focused struggle at many levels and
the utilization of a variety of tactics of resistance and
voice-amplification.
While mainly Indian-origin anti-caste activists in the
US have been engaged in highlighting issues of caste
discrimination in India, they have been supported by
anti-caste fighters from other regions of South Asia as
well, especially Nepal.
For a while now they have also taken on the various
manifestations of casteism in the US. This might sound
strange to those unfamiliar with how caste manifests
wherever those who practice caste travel. One might
expect that in a foreign land, certain practices from
the ”old country” might have no scope of existing and
flourishing. But contrary-wise, it appears that deeply
ingrained biases are not shaken off even in entirely new
landscapes and territories.
One of the big battlegrounds early on (2005, 2016-17)
was the representations of caste and the Hindu religion
in school textbooks in the state of California in the US.
The anti-caste activists had pointed to the centrality
of caste in the Hindu religion. They had appealed to
the state education committee to depict Hinduism as
not an egalitarian faith (which was how the propo-
nents of a certain version of Hinduism wanted it) but
one riddled with the inequalities of caste hierarchies.
A spirited struggle was waged to enable an accurate
depiction of realities of Hinduism and the battle, so
to say, went to public hearings before the California
education/textbook committee.
Recently, instances of casteism in practice have been
reported among Indians in US work environments.
The prominent case in this regard was in the computer
company, Cisco.
Along with the workplace, there were accusations of
casteist behavior on US college campuses as well. Both
American work environments and educational institu-
tions are home to a large number of members of Indian
origin.
As a result, caste as a category of discrimination has
become a topic of discussion - and even change in
statutes and laws - in American companies and ed-
ucational institutions. At both such sites, there is a
process on to understand issues of caste among em-
ployees and the measure needed to prevent further oc-

currences of the same.
What is important to note in this regard is the persis-
tence with which the anti-caste activists in the US have
waged their struggle. Initially fighting deep-rooted
perceptions in the US about a spiritual, other-worldly
nature of Hinduism, they nevertheless stuck to their
guns to offer the other side of the popular image.
While the forces opposing them kept organizing in re-
taliation and were better funded, the anti-caste ac-
tivists chose methods that were simpler and proved
more effective. They formed alliances with other
marginalized groups in the US, especially the African-
Americans. They leveraged social media and also car-
ried on a strong case of advocacy among young Indian-
Americans, who were anyway getting sensitized to is-
sues of privilege as they grew up amidst the Occupy
and the Black Lives Matter movements.
Such consistent outreach has proved crucial in broad-
ening their work among the youth and even the more
liberal-minded among South Asians. In addition, one
cannot fail to mention the constant and dedicated
groundwork done in the US by various Ambedkarite
organizations which have formed connections in civil
society and academia, gradually spreading the message
of Ambedkar and the workings of caste.
What is worth noticing is that they have managed
to shift the narrative to an extent. Many forms of
Hindu organizations - from podcasters, virulent youtu-
bers, and organizations such as Hindu Universities
(yes, there is one!) - are now featuring programs, we-
binars and discussions on issues of caste with an acute
urgency, and one might even say, desperation.
As mentioned earlier, none of this has come easy. The
general image of India in the West is associated with its
spirituality, the practice of yoga, kirtans etc. To show
another, seamier, less savory side of that system which
espouses the loftiest intellectual and human goals, is
not easy. Yet, very slowly, this has been achieved. The
dogged organizing has also resulted in attracting newer
members and energy, leading to wider campaigns. It
has been uphill battle to even come so far, but the
organizers never lost sight of their goals. To resist an
iniquitous system and discrimination and fight for a
more egalitarian future.
Umang Kumar is a social activist based in Delhi
NCR.
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7 A humble tribute to Shanti Bhushan Ji — A towering figure of
Indian legislation: Anand Kumar

For the past six decades Shanti Bhushan Ji was the
guiding light of the democratic nation building of our
country. His distinguished life journey embodied many
virtues, and he thoroughly fulfilled the duties of an
ideal citizen of a newly sovereign nation. No history
of Indian democracy will be considered complete with-
out mentioning Shanti Bhushan’s legacy. On 12 June
1975, he captivated the attention of the country and
the world by defeating Prime Minister Indira Gandhi
using his legal prowess. Similarly, in 2014, he com-
bined experience and understanding to lead the re-
sistance against the political regime intoxicated with
power. To strengthen the possibility of people’s pol-
itics in the country, he accepted the responsibility of
the treasurer of the Bharatiya Janata Party in 1980.
He always remained a spokesperson of the people’s ag-
itation against corruption.
His death has extinguished a torch which was the
light against the darkness of corruption for the last
six decades. A pathfinder who kindled hope in the
common man with his immense knowledge and the
simplicity of his personal life has passed away. India
has lost its precious gem.
Shanti Bhushan Ji was born in a family of freedom
fighters in Allahabad. His parents joined the satya-
graha for Swaraj against the British Raj on Gandhiji’s
call. To free Swaraj from corruption and transform
it into Suraj (good governance), Shanti Bhushan Ji
himself led the people’s resistance as well as the le-
gal battles in the High Court and the Supreme Court,
against Indira Gandhi to Manmohan Singh to Naren-
dra Modi. His expertise in the law earned him respon-
sibilities of the Advocate General of Uttar Pradesh to
the Law Minister of India. He was the architect of the
Janata Party, which successfully challenged the Emer-
gency Raj in 1977, to the Aam Aadmi Party, which
fought against the corruption of the political regime
in 2014. After the unfortunate split of the Janata
Party in 1979, he held the post of treasurer of the
newly formed Bharatiya Janata Party, committed to

the values of Gandhian Socialism. Yet after BJP piv-
oted towards the issues of temple-mosque, he resigned
and continued his work as an advocate.
In spite of his extraordinary acclaim he remained a
family man. In his personal life, he was conscious of
all the responsibilities of his family. He lived his life as
an affectionate husband, an attentive father and a con-
cerned grandfather. He took care of his siblings. He
established an education establishment in memory of
his wife. He had friendly relation with his four children
— two sons and two daughters — till the last days of
his life. He used to often recount their achievements.
Yet he gave his most attention to his grandchildren. In
return, the whole family celebrated his every birthday
as a family festival. Till his last moment, there was a
sense of respect and service towards him.
The story of Shanti Bhushan Ji’s life has been incred-
ible. But there was no sense of pride or arrogance in
his conduct. His ability of self introspection can be
gauged from his two memoirs which cover the impor-
tant episodes of his lives. In his public life not every-
thing happened as he hoped. Most people revered him.
But on a few instances he also suffered insults and be-
trayal. This led to some resentment about few of his
colleagues. Yet he used to let out his emotions with
humour rather than bitterness. His personality was
awe-inspiring. He was not egocentric or self-centered.
He was communicative, and was able to have a com-
fortable conversation with those whom he met. He felt
comfortable in speaking his mind. His smile was even
more graceful.
At the end of a successful and meaningful life, Shanti
Bhushan Ji’s contribution to the nation will remain
like a unique aroma in our memories. As a jurist,
he increased the honor of the judicial system. As a
law minister, he re-established the eminence of the
Constitution. As a citizen, he strengthened people’s
movement. As a patriot, he elevated the pride of the
country. In one birth, he fulfilled the responsibilities
of many.
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8 Union Budget 2023 Cleverly Camouflages Its Real Intent: Arun
Kumar

The Union Budget for 2023-24 has come at a time
when the economy is ostentatiously doing well but is
actually facing challenges both internally and exter-
nally. The unorganised sector is suffering due to the
policies the government has been pursuing for some
time. Externally, the war in Ukraine and the ongo-
ing ‘New Cold War’ are adding to the problems. Both
these challenges needed to be addressed in the Budget.
Unfortunately, that is not in evidence.
The external challenges are hard to address because
India does not exert the kind of influence on the world
economy to mould it to suit its requirements. At best,
it can try to minimise the challenges that will come its
way, especially if the Ukraine war persists. For that,
it will have to focus on strengthening the Indian econ-
omy.
The internal challenges are due to the nature of the
growth and its extent, high unemployment, rising in-
equity and persisting inflation. The budget needed to
address these.

8.1 Budget is populist of a different
kind

Growth has been in the organised sector at the ex-
pense of the unorganised sector, which is declining.
The latter is being colonised by the former. Also, this
is resulting in a lower growth rate than what the offi-
cial figures indicate. The government is happy that the
Indian economy’s rate of growth is the highest among
the major economies and feels that it can continue as
it has been doing.
Actually, after a shock to the economy, it is not the
growth rate that matters but the level of the GDP.
India’s official GDP now is only 8% more than the
GDP in 2019-20 (pre-pandemic). In other words, the
economy has grown an average of 2.8% per annum.
The state of the economy is yet to recover to where it
was pre-pandemic. Since this growth has come from
the organised sector while the unorganised sector is
declining, actually the economy has not grown at all.
That is why unemployment is high, and consumption
and investment levels have not recovered to the earlier
levels. The Budget needed to tackle these factors, but
does not.
It is a populist Budget, not the way financial analysts
understand this term but in the real sense. For finan-
cial analysts, a populist budget is one that allocates
funds for the poor and gives subsidies to them. The
populism of this budget is that it is apparently giving
to every section of society – women, tribes, Dalits or
farmers and MSMEs. But, announcements have real
content only if adequate amount of funds are allotted
for each of them.

8.2 Low stimulus for growth
If these announcements were for real, the overall ex-
penditures would have risen sharply. But at Rs
45,03,097 crore, the total expenditures will rise by
only 7% over the revised expenditures in the current
year. This is less than the projected 10.5% growth
in nominal GDP. Thus, even if more is allotted to
some schemes, it will be at the expense of some other
schemes.
Further, the budget should have been used to stimulate
the economy’s growth. With such a small increase in
the budget allocations, that will not happen. The al-
locations should have risen by much more than 10.5%.
Further, it is the primary deficit that adds to the de-
mand and stimulates the economy but that is set to
fall from 3% of GDP to 2.3%.
The financial experts set store by the increased capi-
tal expenditures planned in the budget. That will be
helpful but not as much as is required. Most of this in-
crease is in the big projects – highways, railways and so
on. Most of these are capital-intensive and will hardly
generate much employment. They will of course help
big businesses by boosting demand for the organised
sector. Instead, the capital expenditures for rural ar-
eas and for employment generation required a boost.
Unfortunately, the allocation for MGNREGA is cut
from Rs 89,400 crore in the revised estimates to
Rs.60,000 crore next year. Further, rural development
allocation has been reduced from Rs 2,43,317 crore in
the revised estimate to Rs 2,38,204 crore. Of the total
budget expenditure, it is getting 5% and that shows
the low priority of the government for the rural sector.
Thus, the budget is not going to stimulate growth of
the economy, which is needed to take care of the vari-
ous ills.

8.3 Inequality will grow
If growth remains negative for the unorganised sector,
then they will suffer a substantial loss of income. This
will be far greater than any allocation for them in any
new schemes now announced. The government’s show
of concern for their welfare will prove to be mere words.
The continuing high inflation is another tax on them
which will lower their standard of living since they are
not able to bargain for higher wages.
The budget is lowering the direct tax rates for the well-
off and they do not need that. Their incomes have
been rising as the organised sector is doing well at the
expense of the unorganised sector. Their stock market
wealth has shot up in spite of the overall economy not
doing well. So, they also benefit from the wealth ef-
fect. They needed to pay more tax so that more public
goods could be provided in the country and that would
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benefit the marginalised sections.
A wealth tax could have been initiated. It is frowned
upon by financial analysts. They argue that the rich
are generating wealth due to their own effort and
should not have to bear higher taxes. They treat it
as extortionary. They also buttress their argument by
saying that this tax failed earlier. The tax became in-
fructuous due to the large number of exemptions given.
Vertical equity suggests that a wealth tax should be
levied in the economy. Further, it has been shown to
be the most efficient way of raising taxes.
It could be used to reduce indirect taxes, which are
both regressive and inflationary. They are also the

most inefficient way of collecting taxes since they are
stagflationary. Largely leaving the wealthy untouched
leads to a low tax/GDP ratio, which prevents increas-
ing expenditures on public goods like education and
health. These sectors are also employment generating.
In brief, the budget is drafted with an eye on the nine
state elections in 2023 and the coming general election
next year. Without doing much, the government can
claim that it has given to all the marginalised sections.
It has also created a façade to hide the benefits that it
grants to the well-off sections.
Arun Kumar retired as professor of economics,
Jawaharlal Nehru University

9 Economy vs. Environment: Puneet Kumar
Does the sapphire like water outshine your eyes?
Or the waterfall ever get tired of providing you water?
Then, why do we hide behind our covers and harm the holy nature?
Even though god does not reside on trees but, lakhs of birds does.
Then why do we care so much about this oppressive market?
What is the use of such an economy which exploits the poor.
It’s not like that we are having sensex and data in our stomach/breakfast.
The sacred land of mother earth nurtures us.
But, the real question is how many lives are still left to be gone?
Pestilence, earthquake, cyclone, flood,
Is there more to come?
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